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agriculture
The Cane Berry Trellis Clip

T

he Cane Berry Trellis Clip...
Is the closest and best method
yet to fulfilling the dream of
an automated cheap and efficient cane
berry trellising system. Manual labor
is still the only way available for cane
berry trellising, the work is tedious and
sometimes requires working in less than
desired weather conditions. However no
matter what trellising system you currently use we believe our system using
our reusable clip will save you lots of
time and money.
Our tests have shown our system to be
up to three times faster than tieing and
about twice as fast as weaving. We make
no claim as to it’s effect on yield but believe the clip helps to spread out cane
density thus allowing more of the cane
buds to properly develop into strong
fruiting laterals.

Our system uses two free floating
wires anchored at both ends on wood
posts with steel or wood posts at desired intervals down the row. With one
wire on each side of the posts one wire
will have installed and retain our clip at
approximately 18 inch intervals for the
life of the field. Berry canes are lifted
up and in between the wire with the
clip and the bare wire and either arched
forward and back down into the space
between the two wires, or left in an upright position to be topped, where the
bare wire is quickly and easily pushed
into the clip securing the berry canes.
In Raspberries cane buds and canes
will hold the plant and it’s crop up and
the row posts and wire will keep the
canes from falling over into the open
row or tractor space. In raspberries wire
height can easily be adjusted for height

Trellising
Cane Berries...
The Easy Way

Perfect For:

Any Plant Needing Trellis Support

• Red Raspberries
• Blackberries
• Black Caps
• Marrionberries
• Currants
• Flowers (such as Dahlias)

Orchard hOme Farm
394 Huntting Rd.
Silver Creek, WA 98585

(360) 985-2316
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by manipulating the wire on canes and
row posts while closing the clips. For
blackberries and other crops without
sufficient vertical plant strength the
wire containing the clips will need to
be attached to the row posts at the desired height.
The main advantage presently of using the clip is labor time saved, with
secondary benefits being the ease of use
and less fatigue and stress to workers.
Hopes are to someday integrate the use
of this clip into a mechanical trellising
system that will be akin to the labor saving advantage of the mechanical harvest
verses hand harvest of cane berries.
The Cane Berry Trellis Clip is available from: Orchard Home Farm, Leonard Huntting, 394 Huntting Road, Silver
Creek, WA 98585. Phone: (360) 9852316
e

Grazing Alfalfas,
Red Clover, Turf Grass
Forage Sorghum,
Pasture Mixes, Inoculants
Why settle for second best...
when you can have 1st Select Seed!

Check us out at

www.1stselectseed.com
Stan Vetos
208-250-4520 • 208-880-2000
stan@1stselectseed.com
309 S. Kings Rd., Suite A
Nampa, ID 83687
West/Southwest
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Elston Manufacturing

From Sanders to Gopher Getters

I

n 1925, Rue R. Elston, the founder
of the Elston Company and his
wife, Clara, and son, Wendell,
moved to Sioux Falls, SD from Spencer,
Iowa. Rue found employment with the
Manchester Biscuit Company. The next

year his son Jack was born. In 1927 Rue,
wife Clara, and two sons, Wendell and
Jack moved to Minneapolis, MN where
Rue found work as a bus driver for Twin
City Motor Bus.

One snowy night, Rue saw a young
man get hit by a car while spreading
sand with a shovel at a bus stop. The
man lost his leg in the accident. After
seeing this accident, Rue thought a unit
could be manufactured to mount in
front of the drive wheels of a bus and
be electrically controlled by the driver.
Such a unit could help eliminate this
type of accident by spreading sand in
front of the drive wheels of the bus. After extensive testing and engineering,
the first units were installed on Greyhound buses.
In 1938 a corporation was formed to
manufacture the Elston Electric Sander.
Today sanders are used on city buses
such as those in Seattle, Washington and
are mandatory on school buses in many
Northern States. They are also used on
fire trucks and a special design for railroad trains.

In 1952 Rue, and his son Jack, engineered and designed the Elston Cargo
Space heater, a unit that controls the
inside temperature of semi-trailers
that transport products that cannot

be frozen. Through the years several
models have been designed. These
units are sold in the United States,
Canada, and parts of Europe.
e

Farmore of Idaho • 642 Farmore Rd.
Jerome, ID 83338 • (208) 324-3341
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Software to help put you in control
of your Agricultural Business!

B

usiness methods are as important as production methods in
today’s economic environment.
Being successful in agriculture can be
challenging, but having a good recordkeeping system, that is tailored to the
needs of agriculture and helps manage
agri-businesses better, should not be one
of those challenges.
Hay&CropManager™ software is
a technology tool that saves time in
consolidated recordkeeping, quickly
provides access to necessary data, and
can help improve profitability through
knowledge gained and making informed
management decisions. The program
was developed in 2006 by Ag-Biz Solutions, LLC, a company located in far
northern California and owned by a 5th
generation farmer/rancher that believes
agriculture is the backbone of our na-

tion. The mission of Ag-Biz Solutions
is to provide software products to help
farmers and other agriculturists run their
operations like a business, and to be successful and profitable. The program was

chosen as a Top 10 New Product at the
2008 World Ag Expo in Tulare, CA.
Hay&CropManager™ currently offers
four program modules to fit different
user needs, works for all types of crops,
and is designed for growers, brokers

and/or exporters. The software functionality tracks production yields, input
costs, inventory management, deliveries
and receivables, and provides outstanding management reporting. The program
allows users to identify their actual profit drivers - which crops, or areas of the
operation, are making the most money
or which are not making enough money.
For brokers or exporters, it also tracks
contracts for both purchased product
and buyer sales, and simplifies source
verification and transportation/scheduling management.
It runs on both Windows and Mac
computers, is network capable, and includes free user training. Visit www.
haymanager.com to request a free online demonstration and see first-hand
how Hay&CropManager™ can help
you take control of your business. e
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PolyExcel, LLC

Introducing The Newest Forage Treatment Technology

D

uring these times of unpredictable weather and relatively
short hay supplies, hay growers need all the help they can get to
maximize the quality of the forages they
put up. A new silicone-based product
line marketed by PolyExcel LLC will
allow growers greater flexibility than
what has previously been available on
the market.
Winner of the 2010 Idaho Commercialized Innovation Award, the Nurturite product line revolves around using
emulsified silicone to treat forages. First
Response allows a greater tolerance to
moisture. It is used at the baler and can
be applied as an alternative for propionic acid. Producers are able to bale hay
at higher moistures without the typical
issues they would have with mold and
heating. The treated cost per ton is lower than propionic acid on high moisture
hay and the product is not corrosive and
will not negatively affect the flavor or

smell of the hay.
A second product in the line, Raincoat,
is applied at the swather. Raincoat gives
protection for your forage in the windrow
as well as inside the bale. There are a host
of potential benefits received from treatment at the swather, including increased
dry matter retention (for alfalfa), higher
relative feed value due to increased leaf
retention (for alfalfa), protection for alfalfa subjected to rain or dew and prevention of mold (all forages).
Jim Whittle from Gooding, Idaho has
used both products over the last couple
years and credits them with allowing
him to put up better hay in any conditions, especially adverse situations when
he never would have even thought about
baling previously.
“I have used First Response at the baler
and baled alfalfa at very high moisture.
The product did a very good job at controlling the mold and kept heating under control. I’ve also used Raincoat on

almost all of the alfalfa I have put up
throughout the last year. I’ve seen improvement in dry matter recovery and
overall test on the alfalfa, and it has allowed me to put up good hay even during periods of heavy dew or rainfall. Using a combination of these two products,
I feel like I can get good results under
almost any circumstance.”
The Nurturite line also includes an
enzyme-based silage treatment, Silage
PT, that gives the positive natural bacteria an advantage in the silage mass.
A silicone-based product for silage will
also be available during the course of
the season. It will have the benefits of
the more traditional product – stability,
shelf life and ease of use – but will also
help to prevent mold and heating in the
pit to provide even more consistent silage throughout the pile.
For more information on the Nurturite
product line, please contact Eddie Toms
at 763-244-5972 or eftoms@visi.come

Cliff’s Saws and
Cycles, Inc.
2619 10th St.
Baker City, OR 97814

www.POLYEXCEL.com

(541) 523-2412

Since 1958
Co-Owners
MRS. CLIFF (Sally) FARMER
KIP FARMER
• Honda ATV’s
• Honda Motorcycles
• Honda Power Equipment
• Stihl Products
• Bombardier Recreational Equipment
• Ski Doo Snowmobiles
• Traxter ATV’s
www.farmranchdairy.com
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Stukenholtz Laboratory Inc.

Celebrating 42 Years of Agricultural Testing

I

n 1970, there were no commercial
soil and plant testing laboratories
in Idaho. Farmers applied fertilizers based upon educated guesswork.
Dr. Dale Stukenholtz and his wife Joyce
saw an opportunity to build a business
and started a soil and plant testing laboratory and field consulting service based
in Twin Falls, Idaho. Dr. Stukenholtz
had an unusually diverse background
as an educator at the University of Nebraska, an agronomist in the fertilizer
industry, and a farmer, and he saw a
need for more modern fertilizer recommendations to produce greater yields at
less cost. His clients were the growers,
so he could make unbiased recommendations that maximized economic return to the farmer. After extensive field
research, he developed these improved
fertilizer recommendations that quickly
became popular with growers and form
the basis for nearly all fertilizer applications in the intermountain west area.
Stukenholtz Laboratory clients include

growers from all neighboring states and
several foreign countries including Australia, Canada, Egypt, Russia, Mexico
and New Zealand.
Stukenholtz Laboratory provides 1 to
2 day service, including picking up and
delivery time, across Southern Idaho
from St. Anthony and Grace to Parma
and Homedale. Results can be delivered,
mailed, faxed, or pulled from the Laboratory’s webpage: www.stukenholtz.com.
To improve their service, Joyce and Dale
Stukenholtz expanded the laboratory 15
years ago, installed the latest in computerized instrumentation and quality control, and made it the most modern and
well equipped agricultural laboratory in
their market area.
Critical to the success of Idaho’s most
efficient laboratory and largest field consulting firm has been its personnel. Dr.
Stukenholtz has had a PhD in Soil Fertility and Plant Nutrition since 1964 and
his son and Laboratory Manager Paul
has nearly completed his own. Consult-

ing agronomists include J.P. Kruckeberg
of American Falls, a 33 year veteran of
field consulting and the most successful
single agronomist in the state, and Bart
Kunz. The Laboratory and office staff
are equally good.
Stukenholtz Laboratory continues with
research and improvement. In conjunction with the Idaho Crop Production Association and University of Idaho CFEP
research project, Stukenholtz Laboratory has helped to ensure that fertilizer
recommendations in Idaho are the most
cost efficient possible and produce the
maximum economic yield while protecting the environment. Stukenholtz Laboratory personnel have conducted field
research on over 40 different products
and continue to be the experts at “cutting
edge” agricultural technology. As we
end our first 41 years of business and begin our next, we would like to thank our
current and former employees for their
dedicated work and our customers and
clients for their years of support.
e

The Superior Hydraulic Door
Strong, Safe,
Installed with a
10 year Warranty

 Tightest seal
 Strong as any wall
 No maintenance
 No lost headroom
 Strong welded frame
 Safety features standard

507-368-9500 www.powerliftdoors.com
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PO Box 288 Armstrong, IA 50514
Phone: 712-864-3131
Fax: 712-864-3154

Art’s-Way Manufacturing Co., Inc.
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Scorpion Truck Bed Linings

S

corpion Truck Bed Linings
(www.ScorpionLiners.com) is
proud to announce its 15 year
anniversary on 2011. Scorpion started

as a small Midwestern coatings contractor in 1996 and through the years
has grown to be one of the largest
manufacturers and distributors of spe-

cialty polyurethane coatings (www.
ScorpionCoatings.com) in the world.
Scorpion currently exports to over 30
different countries in all parts of the
world, and we have registered well
over 2,000 applicators in the US alone
over the last decade and a half.
Scorpion has been able to experience
growth in such a competitive market
because it is unique. The coatings we
sell are all non-hazardous, and environmentally friendly. Our application
methods are highly cost effective, with
the spray units costing around $100 as
compared to the $25,000 price tag that
our competitors levy against their customers. Scorpion also does not charge
any franchise fees to its dealers, feeling that they know how to better spend
their money than the company does.

Starting in 2008, Scorpion launched
its first retail brand, Al’s Liner (www.
Alsliner.com). The brand uses much of
the same technology as its professional
system – just designed to allow a person who would rather do it themselves
the ability to do so. The brand has rapidly grown since its inception, increasing sales by over 200% every year.
Scorpion latest launch is Scorpion
Window Film (www.ScorpionWindowFilm.com). With this line, Scorpion has
used the connections is has gained over
the last fifteen years to partner with
some of the largest and best known
window film manufacturers in the
world. The highest quality and the lowest price is an ideal that Scorpion has
always chased, and the window film is
no exception.
e

Tee-Post Driver System
by Bucketdriver.com

W

hat took hard work and an
all-dayer placing 60 teeposts into hard ground by
hand can now be accomplished in one
easy hour with the Bucketdriver.com
Tee-Post Driver System.
This amazing system is so effective
and easy to use that after buying it from
Bucketdriver.com you’ll find yourself
wanting to hide it from your neighbors.
It’s that good. If not, Bucketdriver will
buy it back from you.
Mountings
Bucketdriver.com offers two styles of
clamps to attach their drivers to your
tractor bucket. One sells for $19 and the
other sells for $25.
Workings
Driver-IV and Driver-V both have
an all-directional swivel for fast independent post alignment. Load your
bucket up with t-posts. Grab the first
post to be driven and load it into the
Driver Barrel by throwing the post up
into the barrel past the auto-latch and
move forward into position. After the
bucket operator locks the tires, their
Drivers will maintain each post level
before pressing down and with just a
12 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

little help by tilting your bucket transfer all energy down into each post.
Then you just tilt the bucket slightly
as you’re pressing down to maintain a
level post.
After driving the post in and before raising the bucket, reach into the bucket and
grab the next post. Then raise the Driver
and bucket, leaving the post in place. Reload by throwing the next post into the
Driver barrel past the auto-latch. Then
move forward to the next slot and press.
The Tee-Post Driver System by Bucketdriver.com has received great reviews
for their expertise in piecing back old
fencerows and building snow-fence and
beach-fence.
Pricing
Driver-IV (their workhorse), designed
for new posts and used (tops of used
posts have been flattened or smeared
over), is priced at just $65.95.DriverV, the top of the line, is priced at just
$119.95 and is designed to gun and run
with new posts. Two people can easily
press a post every minute. With their
Tee-Post Driver System, any time is a
good time to plant t-posts. Let them take
your pain away.
West/Southwest

Contact Information
You can view the video of these wholesale priced, American-made Drivers
at Google>bucketdriver2010 and, of

course, at their website at www.bucketdriver.com. See for yourself how and
why they work so well. Their contact
phone number for customer service and
questions is (580) 747-9288. The TeePost Driver Systems are made at 1618
Indian Dr., Enid, OK 73703.©
e
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PowerLift
Hydraulic
Doors

T

wenty years gives you time to
continually improve your product and build your business. In
our twenty years, PowerLift Hydraulic
Doors has become the superior hydraulic door. With commitment to service
and quality our company continues to
grow and expand. Our service starts
by working with you and your contractor; custom measuring, designing,
building, delivering and then always
professionally installing each and every door according to your individual
building. Powerlift quality comes from
our unique framework providing a fully
assembled door with its own support

posts and header that prevents door
stresses from being distributed into
your building. This saves you from additional framing costs. The doors operate quickly cycling in fewer 40 seconds.
The mated door and frame members
provide an exceptional door seal held
tight by the maintenance free hydraulic
system. Our customer service and 10
year warranty are without question, the
best in the industry. With thousands of
doors installed, we know that our doors
are built to last the life of your building. Contact us at 507-368-9500, info@
powerliftdoors.com or visit our website
http://www.powerliftdoors.com
e
www.farmranchdairy.com
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PHASE-A-MATIC • 3 Phase Power Anywhere!

P

hase converters are used when
three-phase lines are not available
or are cost prohibitive. The phase
converter will run virtually any 3-phase
machine at any single-phase location.
Advances in converter technology have
resulted in low price, high performance
and reliability closely resembling threephase line power. This enables us to
provide the required power for CNC and
other voltage sensitive equipment.
APPLICATIONS
Phase-A-Matic, Inc. Rotary Phase Converters provides the power necessary to
run all load types - including CNC/PLC,
transmitters, lasers, welders, battery
chargers, heating elements, etc. Whatever the load type - motor, resistive, induction, or transformer load - our Rotary
Converter will power it. Phase-A-Matic,
Inc. provides phase conversion solutions

for the farmer in agricultural use, including for water distribution, dairy farming,
miking, augers, grain dryers, conveyers,
cooling towers, and also for the wine
production industry to run crusher-stemmers, wine presses, bottle corkers, irri-

gation pumps, etc. The Rotary Converter
is designed to operate as modules with
the ability to be connected in parallel to
produce any required output, no matter

how large. With fuel prices skyrocketing, diesel generators are now being
replaced by Phase-A-Matic, Inc. Rotary
Phase Converters. Bring your request to
us and we will supply the right conversion for your application.
RELIABILITY – MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure)
Failure rate (MTBF) is so low it's almost
impossible to determine. We find that
within the first 12 months approximately
1 in 150 might have a problem, and usually within a few weeks or months. After the first 12 months, it might be one
or less in 10,000 over a 30-year period.
We continue to hear of our Rotary Converters that have been in service for 25
or 30 years or more, and which are still
working flawlessly. It could go on to do
another 25 or 30 years. The reason for
the reliability is fairly obvious. Phase-

Pressurized Exhaust Kills Burrowing Rodents

T

he H & M Gopher Control
PERC system (Pressurized Exhaust Rodent Controller) uses
carbon monoxide from pressurized engine exhaust to kill burrowing rodents
such as gophers, ground squirrels, prairie dogs, moles & voles.
According to the company, exhaust gas
has long been one of the most lethal and
least expensive methods to kill burrowing
rodents. But until now there hasn’t been
an economical, efficient delivery system.
Company owners, Allen Hurlburt and
Virginia Massey, said that the PERC
system involves a narrow steel wand
that is used to probe the burrow and
inject pressurized exhaust that fills the
burrow in two minutes with lethal concentrations of carbon monoxide before
the rodent has a chance to either escape
or block the burrow.
An internal combustion engine generates the carbon monoxide and drives
a compressor pump that pressurizes
the exhaust gas to 115 psi in a storage tank. An air hose and a hand held
probe inject the gas directly into the
14 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

burrow without any digging.
Brand new to the PERC lineup is the
PERC 620, a trailer-mounted unit with a
20 hp Kohler motor and six reels - each
with a 50’ hose and hand probe. The 620
features a tandem axle with turf tires. It
sells for $12950 plus S&H.

The PERC 412 is a trailer-mounted
unit with a 14 hp Kohler motor and four
reels each with a 50’ hose and the hand
probe. The 412 features turf tires and is
designed to be pulled behind an ATV. It
sells for $7695 plus S&H.
The PERC 206 is a skid-mounted unit
with a 6.5 hp engine, two reels with
50’ hoses and hand probes. It sells for
West/Southwest

$4595 plus S&H.
The PERC 206T is the skid unit mounted on its own special trailer. It sells for
$4995 plus S&H.
The PERC system is simple to use and
safe for the operator as well as wildlife
since there is no poison bait or explosion involved. Crop stands are not damaged during treatment. No other control
method is as effective, efficient and as
inexpensive to operate as the PERC.
A PERC system can treat moderately
infested alfalfa fields at about 3.5 acres
an hour with a single operator. Each
probed location requires only about 1 to
2 minutes injection time.
Units have been shipped to customers from Southern California to central
Canada and as far east as Florida. Though
most of the market has been with alfalfa
growers, orchard and specialty crop growers have also purchased units. The PERC
system is the best solution anywhere burrowing rodents are a problem.
For more information call (530)
667-5181 or visit the website www.
handmgophercontrol.com
e
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A-Matic, Inc. Rotary Converters do not
have start capacitors or contactors or mechanical connections of any kind as most
other converters do, which contributes to
and is usually the most common cause
of failure. All connections are soldered,
which is not feasible with other designs.
Even though some other manufacturers
claim to use Baldor motors, they still
have start capacitors and switch gear,
which we have eliminated by working
with Baldor for approx. 2 years to develop the way these are engineered. It pays
to buy Phase-A-Matic, Inc. for long life
and high reliability. There is very little to
go wrong with the Rotary Converter.
TRANSFORMERS
Phase-A-Matic, Inc. also has available
all sizes of transformers: single-phase
and three-phase 50/60 Hz, all voltages,
step-up and step-down, including custom made for special applications.
ABOUT US
Product lines began IN 1965 with the
well-known STATIC CONVERTER, the
workhorse for tens of thousands of regular shop machines, such as mills, lathes,
etc. The ROTARY CONVERTER FULL POWER
line is a true phase converter jointly developed with Baldor Electric and built to
our stringent specifications for high performance and proven long-term dependability. It is the quietest rotary converter
on the market, and the best quality available anywhere. It meets your concerns
in delivering the critical uptime and reliability your operation requires.
COMPANY REPUTATION & BENEFITS
Professional, available technical support for proper sizing and installation,
consistent product reliability and immediate delivery from stock for most items
are core components of the strength of
the company and its esteemed reputation. Our converters are used by the military branches of the United States Department of Defense, and also are used
in colleges and universities throughout
the United States in the teaching of
phase converter technology.
Phase-A-Matic, Inc. phase converters
range from 1/3 to 500 HP or more. We
have the right converter to meet your needs
in delivering economical, reliable and true
3-phase power of the highest quality, thus
providing the dependability and uptime
you must have. Phase-A-Matic, Inc. 800962-6976, www.phase-a-matic.com e
www.farmranchdairy.com
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livestock
Powell Livestock Scale
Buying scales factory direct
means more money in your pocket

P

owell Scales NW is Oregon’s
largest manufacturer of truck
and livestock scales. A leader in
the industry for over 50 years, Scales
NW offers competitive pricing, quality
manufacturing and professional service
from start to finish. Having offices centrally located throughout the northwest
allows Scales NW to competitively
serve our customers while maintaining
the highest standards of quality control
and customer service. Scales NW also

offers foundation construction, scale
installation, and equipment calibration.
Our knowledgeable service technicians
offer preventative maintenance as well
as emergency repair on all makes and
models of weighing equipment.
Keep Powell Scale NW in mind for
all your weighing needs. They offer
a complete line of weighing equipment, but pride themselves on their
ability to meet your custom applications. Whether your needs are vehicle

or off-road equipment scales, livestock
scales, warehouse scales, railroad truck
scales, custom applications for bulk or
tank weighing – Scales NW can build
them all.
You can call them factory direct for
sales, service or your short-term rental
needs at (800) 451-0187.
For more information, you can view
their website at www.scalesnw.com.
Powell Scales NW - The Weight of
Excellence
e

Alpacas & California Red Sheep
Acampo, CA 95220

209 663-8727

bandaid1@clearwire.net

vellovellon.com

• Huacayas Only • Peruvian - Chilean
• Array of Colors • Crias Available
• Championship Blood Lines –
Snowmass-Luciano
• Breeding For Fiber & Conformation
Alpaca Products
• Online Store with Handcrafted
Items Available
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The Driving Force
of DairyRealty.com

G

ood times or bad times, DairyRealty.com has been the driving force in $140,000,000
worth of dairy farm sales.
Mission statement, “To Bring Dairy
Buyers and Sellers Together; State, Nation and World Wide”.
This group of agriculture realtors
work together in satisfying the needs
of their buying or selling clients.
Many clients fly in from around the
nation and as well as from around the
world. Many more drive hundreds of
miles to view properties. The company always tries to inform the client
before they start their travel what type
of dairy properties they are going to
see. Good, Bad or Ugly they want
no surprises when the client visits the
farm. The only reason for viewing the
farm is to confirm what they have been
told. The goal is to have the client surprised in a positive way. Another goal
is to have a seamless transaction that
closes on time.
Business and financial management
plans are put together and then bound
into an attractive booklet. This booklet
contains cash flows, cattle needs, equipment needs, moving and starts up costs
projections, and many other detail important in a dairy farm sale. It is well
thought out for presentation to the bank.

www.farmranchdairy.com

If a foreign buyer is involved, then the
firm helps with visa requirements or
EB5 regulations.
This realty group is licensed in Wisconsin, Minnesota and soon to be Illinois. The company also works with
sponsoring brokers or attorneys through
out the nation. Dairyland Real Estate,
LLC, parent company of DairyRealty.
com, has participated in the sale of dairy
farms in 21 states.

SEE YOU AT THE WORLD DAIRY EXPO
OCT 2-6 BOOTH 41
Dairy Realty began as an idea. Finding
it was almost impossible to locate more
than one or two dairy farms for sales
on any on line realtor sites, the founder
figured that there must be a better way.
Until Dairy Realty, farms were always
mixed in with 1000+other prosperities
like homes, commercial building and
anything else that comes to mind. Why

West/Southwest

not help people in the dairy industry buy
and sell their dairy operation?
With this idea in mind a professional
programmer was contacted and told
about the idea. He worked the idea into
a searchable online site in about two
months. In the winter of 2002-03, www.
DairyRealty.com went active on line. A
fellow agriculture realtor, who worked
for a very large residential firm said,
“It will never work”. This fellow realtor was quickly converted and is now a
significant part of the DairyRealty.com
organization.
The staff members of DairyRealty.com
are all experienced dairy people, having owned and milked their own cows,
showed cattle around the world, and
having been in the Winner’s Circle at
the World Dairy Expo in Madison, Wisconsin. These people have done nutritional work, managed private and co-op
feed departments and have owned large
and small dairies. They know dairy and
have sold many dairy farms.
Located just 20 miles south of the
World Dairy Expo in Madison, WI we
have our finger on the pulse of the dairy
industry.
To learn more about DairyRealty.com
visit www.dairyrealty.com or contact one
of our staff by e-mailing info@dairyrealty.com . Call 608-882-3700
e
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Spring season brings more than warmer
weather to alpaca farms and ranches!

L

eaves springing from tree
branches, flowers bursting
from the ground and baby animals frolicking everywhere… with the
warmer weather comes new life. Alpaca
breeders, as with all specialty livestock
breeders, look forward to watching
the new herd members run and play in
the pastures. Whether you have been a
breeder for three months or 25 years, the
spring birth excitement fills everyone
with expectation and joy.
Of course, all babies are cute… but
the “aw” factor of a baby alpaca is that
which few people will disagree. Wobbly
legs, long soft neck, big dark eyes, and
a soft humming voice… a baby alpaca,
or cria (cree-ah), looks like something
from the imagination of Jim Henson.
But these gentle animals can be found
on farms and ranches in your state!
Alpacas, cousins to the llama and
camel, are part of the camelid family. In
North America, they are raised for their
luxurious fiber. Alpacas are bred with
the goal of producing animals with the
finest, highest quality fiber in the world.
Breeding conformity faults out of the
herd is also a goal. To reach these goals,
a sire (father) and dam (mother) are
carefully chosen and bred.
After an 11.5-month gestation period,
the breeder’s wait is finally over and
the female alpaca gives birth standing
up to a single cria. This usually occurs
during daylight hours to give the cria
plenty of time to dry prior to the cooler
evening hours. Twins are extremely rare
and most recent figures note that just 1
in 2000 is a twin. Crias weigh approximately 14-20 lbs at birth and have a full
coat of fleece.
Alpaca breeders pay very close attention to their dams as they near the
birthing phase. Careful, consistent observation of each female alpaca will tell
the breeder when her “time has come.”
During phase one of labor it is very
typical for breeders to sit with their dam
and soothe her by petting her neck and
speaking to her gently.
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Breeders are also there for the delivery
and assist the mother if necessary. Since
alpacas are social herd animals, the females will gather around a delivering
female and protectively circle around
the cria as soon as it is born. Like many
alpaca breeders, Joy Gaymer-Moore,
owner of Jordan Valley Alpaca Ranch in
East Jordan, Michigan separates dam and
cria from the rest of the herd immediately
after delivery. “I keep them separate for
as long as it is necessary for the cria to
get his or her legs under them,” says Joy.
This alone time also allows for a stronger
bond between mother and cria.

The bonding starts immediately with
soft humming back and forth. This bonding is important, as they depend on their
mothers for survival. However, alpaca
owners also play a key role in ensuring
they have a healthy cria. Newborns are
checked to see if they are breathing with
ease through their nose, free of fluid in
their mouth and nose, have a normal temperature of 100-102.5° F, and they have
their umbilical site treated with betadine.
Because crias cannot regulate their body
temperature for the first week or so of
life, in extremely hot weather, cold compresses, fans and a shaded separate area
for mom and cria are critical. In cold cliWest/Southwest

mates, it is important to dry the newborn
off with towels and a hair dryer. Heating
lamps, blankets, and even cria coats can
be used to regulate their temperature.
At Jordan Valley Alpaca Ranch, an alpaca named Fine Lenox has been a very
consistent mother with easy deliveries
and not a single hitch or glitch until her
cria, Uther, was born in 2011. Uther was
Lenox’s sixth cria and he was overdue by
14 days (typical for July-October births
in alpacas). “I had only been breeding
and birthing for two seasons prior to this
so I had not handled anything difficult
as of yet,” recalls Joy.
Lenox had a difficult time delivering
Uther, and his body was stuck in utero.
Joy stayed with Lenox until her vet arrived. “I email my vet the expected delivery date for all of my dams so that he
is prepared,” said Joy.
Three minutes after vet arrived Uther
was born. Two minutes later, Uther was
up and on his feet. “My husband Chris
and I breathed a huge sigh of relief after
that with our vet and his wife,” says Joy.
“We are ready for the birthing season
this year and hope that we can handle
whatever comes our way!”
Most alpaca births go off seamlessly
and within their first hour of life, crias
are up and walking. Within two hours
they should begin nursing and continue
to nurse every 2-3 hours thereafter for
4-8 minutes. As with all livestock, colostrum in the first few cria feedings is
critical. Alpaca owners typically spend
the first 6-10 hours of the cria’s life
watching mom and cria closely, yet at
a distance.
Crias can be shorn as early a few days
after birth. Shearing is an important part
of alpaca care to prevent over-heating.
Alpaca fiber shorn from an animal in
their first year is referred to as Baby Alpaca and is extremely soft and smooth.
Within one month, crias typically
double their weight. Crias should gain
approximately 1/2 pound per day each
day for the first two weeks and must be
weighed by the owner every day at apwww.farmranchdairy.com

proximately the same time. Crias begin
eating hay, pasture and supplements at
around three weeks of age and are slowly weaned by the mother at six to seven
months of age.
Usually, the dam will easily wean her
cria on her own, but sometimes they
need assistance. Alpaca owners do this
by separating the cria from the dam. The
cria should not be isolated, as this is a
stressful time for both mother and cria,
but instead placed with other weanlings
to do what they do best… run and leap
about in the field!
It is universal among alpaca owners
that the sight of crias at play is one of
the most joyful sights to see. Be sure to
visit an alpaca farm or ranch near you to
see for yourself! For a location nearest
you, visit the Farm and Ranch Locator
at www.alpacainfo.com.
About Alpacas
Alpacas, cousins to the llama, are
beautiful, intelligent animals native to

the Andean Mountain range of South
America, particularly Peru, Bolivia, and
Chile. The United States first commercially imported alpacas in 1984. There
are now over 170,000 ARI (Alpaca Registry, Inc.) registered alpacas in North
America.
There are two types of alpacas in the
United States today. Although almost
physically identical, what distinguishes
the two types of alpacas is their fiber.
The Huacaya (wa-Ki’-ah) is the more
common of the two and has a fluffy, extremely fine coat. The Suri (SUR-ee) is
the rarer of the two and has fiber that is
silky and resembles pencil-locks.
Adult alpacas stand at approximately 36
inches at the withers and generally weigh
between 150 and 200 pounds. They do
not have horns, hooves, claws or incisors. Alpacas are alert, intelligent, curious, and predictable. Social animals that
seek companionship, they communicate
most commonly by softly humming.

About Alpaca Fiber
Alpacas are shorn, without harm, every
twelve to eighteen months. They produce five to ten pounds of luxurious fiber. Long ago, alpaca fiber was reserved
for royalty. Today it is purchased in its
raw fleece form by hand-spinners and
fiber artists. Knitters buy it as yarn.
Because of its soft texture, alpaca fiber
is sometimes compared to cashmere.
Making the fiber even more coveted, it
has the luster of silk. Alpaca is just as
warm as, yet 1/3 the weight of wool. It
comes in 22 natural colors, yet can be
dyed any desired shade.
Containing no lanolin, alpaca fiber
is also naturally hypoallergenic. Most
people who are sensitive to wool find
that they can wear alpaca without the
itching or irritation they feel from wool
because alpaca fiber is smooth. Additional performance characteristics
include: stretch, water repellency, and
Continued on page 19

What Is An Alpaca Used For?

L

et me introduce myself, I am a
happily married mid fifties year
old women, retired RN, working
full time self employed owner of a machine shop, lavender and alpaca farm.
When you ask me why I have alpacas
and what they are used for, my reply
will be “fiber” and I mean “FIBER”. I
do not agree with opinion that a male
alpaca that is not top breeding stock is
only good for giving away or selling
cheap. I promote the alpaca as a fiber
animal and we are promoting the use of
every bit of fiber.
Not every animal has quality fiber for
soft clothing next to the skin, but there
are many other uses we must consider.
Such as rugs, farm tack, animal beds
and I am working on a few more items.
Alpacas have been in the US since
the mid 1980s and most of the alpaca
industry has been toward building the
herd size for textile use. But as a young
growing industry we must be involved
at a grass roots level with cottage industries to move our fiber demand into the
market. As a small farm I must be proactive to market not only my animals but
the fiber products. This starts at home, I
must get involved with other fiber prowww.farmranchdairy.com

ducers and bring alpaca fiber and alpaca
products to the American public. I read
this week that only 5% of the American homes have any alpaca products.
WOW, in any industry this would be an
opportunity to make sales. Supply and
Demand?
So even in this Recession time alpaca

West/Southwest

farming has a lot of opportunity and we
have not even discussed the Tax benefits
of owning alpacas or the great opportunities with ag-tourism.
Spring Canyon Alpacas has alpacas
for sale and we love to have on farm
visits. Please call ahead as we are not
always home.
e
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marketplace
agriculture

agriculture

Sprinkler Head
Rebuilders LLC

LEAKY TANK? LEAKY CISTERN?

WE WANT TO BUY

USED BRASS SPRINKLERS
208-543-6633 • 1-800-296-6633
1612 Main
Buhl, Idaho 83316

Since 1962

Line it with a custom drop in liner. Made
to order. Just send the measurements
of your tank. Materials for potable and
irrigation water storage. We also make
ditch & stream liners for easy winter
transferring.
Call, Write or Fax:

POLYFABRICS

221 W. Meats Ave., Orange, CA 92865
714-637-6300 Ext. 4 • FAX 714-637-6302
800-621-6365 Mention this ad for 5% discount
www.polyfabrics.com

FINNEY
FARMS INC.

Faithful Tetraploid Perennial Ryegrass
Kentucky Select White Clover
Graziers Choice Festulolium
Bruno Orchardgrass
Brutus Tall Fescue
Antler Chicory

Fertilizer • Seed
Chemicals • Spray
Hay • Hay Products
Application of
Fertilizer & TR-10 Chemical

575-355-7372
East Hwy. 60-84
Ft. Sumner, NM

P.O Box 50 Shedd, OR 97377
Phone: (541) 928-0102 Fax: (541) 928-5477
www.saddlebutte.com

cattle

JUG
JUG Livestock Waterers

Bakko Industries, Inc.
Glenwood, MN 56334
320-278-3560
Email: carmen@thejugwaterer.com

www.thejugwaterer.com
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agriculture
• COPIES
• PRINTING
• FAX
714 North Main • Meridian, ID 83680

equipment
AMERICAN
WHOLESALE CO.

Northwest Propane

Used/New Walk-In-Coolers
Freezer Boxes • Refrigeration
Systems • Equipment

800-254-4471

Large Inventory – All Sizes

Phone: 208-888-5682 Fax: 208-288-1946
Email: mdrnprntrs@qwest.net

equipment

www.fairlys.com
208.342.7777 • 800.246.7879
2301 Main St. • Boise, ID 83702

Lynden, WA • Ferndale, WA
Mt. Vernon, WA

866-454-4471

TIRE TOWN INC.
14.9R46 Used 80% ..................... $650
31/13.50-15 6Ply Irregular ......... $115

Buy • Sell • Nationwide
Wholesale Prices
(216) 426-8882
Fax: (216) 426-8883
Email: awcco@aol.com

www.awrco.com
PRE OWNED PARTS, INC.

600/70R28 Overstocks ............. $1200
320/90R46 Irregular ................... $900
15.5-38 10Ply New ..................... $517
18.4-34 New 10Ply ..................... $675

• Tires & Wheels-all sizes, new/used
• We have those hard to find parts for
CASE • FORD • HESSTON • IH • JD
MF • NH • SAME • VERSATILE
Satellite Locator
To over 450 other parts dealers
We ship anywhere
Hugh Jr. • Buddy • Oscar
(760) 344-3490
TOLL FREE (800)-488-3490 • FAX (760) 344-1144
www.pre-ownedparts.com
All tractors run on used parts
760 E. Highway 78 • Brawley, CA 92227

20.8-42 14Ply R-2 Full Tread .... $1500
Nationwide Shipping
Special Prices New & Used
All Sizes - Major Brands - We Deal!

(800) 451-9864 (800) 444-7209

5 models to
choose from.

Desert Scales
& Weighing
Equipment

Agronomy Center
Fertilizers
Crop Protection Products
Seed • Agronomist On Staff
Custom Application

• Truck Scales
• Livestock Scales
• Feed Truck Scales
Sales, Service & Installations

250 N.W. Quincy Pl.
Chehalis, WA 98532

602-258-5272 Fax: 602-275-7582
desertscales.com

(360) 748-9277
www.wilco.coop
www.farmranchdairy.com

1-800-489-8354

EQUIPMENT

Discount Tractor Parts New-Used-Rebuilt.
1930-current model. Order new online @
www.drapertractor.com 800-967-8185
West/Southwest

Colorado Hay Probe
Popular “Push In” Design
Model 2001-See website for pricing

www.udyone.com
UDY Corporation

201 Rome Court, • Fort Collins, CO 80524
Voice: 970.482.2060 • Fax: 970.482.2067
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Spring season brings more
than warmer weather to
alpaca farms and ranches!
Continued from page 19

odor reduction. For travelers, clothing
made from alpaca is desirable because
it is wrinkle-resistant.
National Alpaca Show 2012
What better way to learn more about
the alpaca industry than to talk to hundreds of breeders and meet over 1,000
alpacas face to face? Alpacas and alpaca
enthusiasts, as well as fiber art enthusiasts, gather from across the country for
the Alpaca Owners and Breeders Association (AOBA) National Alpaca Show.
This year, the show will be held at the
Kentucky Exposition Center in Louisville, Kentucky beginning Saturday,
May 26th and continuing through Monday, May 28th.
Admission is FREE and open to the
public. Hours are:
Saturday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Sunday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Monday 8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Alpacas from across the country will
be featured in the show ring competition. The show will be comprised of
classes judging conformation and fleece
quality in many categories for both Suri
and Huacaya alpacas.
Artisans will showcase alpaca fiber and
examples of: hand-spinning, weaving,
shearing, felting, fiber arts, and more.
Dozens of vendors and farm displays
will sell the latest alpaca fashions and
hand-crafted items.
On Saturday, an alpaca auction will begin at 1:00 p.m. and run until 6:00 p.m.
Admission is free and a cash bar will be
available. The National Auction is the
premiere event of the year for the North
American alpaca industry.
About AOBA
Headquartered in Nashville, TN, the
Alpaca Owners & Breeders Association
(AOBA) serves to facilitate the expansion of a strong and sustainable alpaca
industry through the growth and development of the national herd and its products. Since AOBA’s formation in 1988,
its membership has grown steadily to
more than 3,500 members.
For more information about alpacas or
the AOBA National Alpaca Show, visit
www.alpacainfo.com.
e
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ADVERTISERS INDEX
ADVERTISER

WEBSITE

1st Select Seed
Ag Biz Solutions
American Wholesale Co
Art’s Service Inc
Art’s Way Manufacturing Co Inc
Bakko Industries, Inc.
Boise Centre
Brews Brothers Pub
Bucket Driver
Clean Cutter Tiller Blades
Cliff’s Saws & Cycles, Inc.
Colorado Hay Probe
Dairy Reality
Davey - Joans
Desert Scales & Weighing Equipment
Draper Tractor Parts
Elston Manufacturing, Inc.
Fairly Reliable Bob’s
Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance
Company of Idaho
Farmore of Idaho - Twin Falls
Finney Farms, Inc.
G.J. Verti-Line Pumps Inc
H & M Gopher Control
Kern County Tractor Parts
Miraco
Modern Printers
Northwest Propane Sales, LLC
NorthWestern Energy
Norwood Sales
Orchard Home Farm
Oxarc
Performance Medical
Phase-A-Matic
PolyExcel
Polyfabrics
Powerlift Hydraulic Doors
Pre-Owned Parts, Inc.
Saddle Butte Ag.
Scales NW
Scorpion Protective Coating
Spring Canyon Alpacas
Sprinkler Head Rebuilders LLC
Stukenholtz Laboratory Inc.
Tire Town Inc
Travelodge - Spokane at the Convention Center
Udy Corp.
Vello Vellon Farm
VP Buildings
Walinga USA, Inc.
Wilco Winfield LLC
Williams - Northwest Pipeline

www.1stselectseed.com
haymanager.com
www.awrco.com		
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Happy Hour!
Seven Days A Week!!!
4:00 – 8:00 P.M.
Monday – Saturday
and All Day Sunday!!!
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Located in the Northgate Shopping Center
6928 W. State • Boise, ID 83703
www.farmranchdairy.com
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Your One Stop Shop For QUALITY
Parts & GREAT Prices

Wheels

Weights
Track Wheels

Tires

We Are The Engine Kit Specialists!

In Frame Engine Kits
FORD Engine Kits
120G
124G
201D

2M, 8N, 9N
600, 700, NAA
4000, 4600

INTERNATIONAL Engine Kits
$220
$290
$300

CASE Engine Kits
159
188D
207D
A336DT
504BDT

430 - 580B
430 - 580B
580 - 580D
W14 - 680D
1370 - 4490

$550
$500
$550
$850
$1,000

D 239
544, 574, 674, 684
$600
D282E
560, 656, 706
$600
DT414
1066 - 1086
$750
DT466
1466 - 1586
$750
Navistar. DT466A, B&C For 4366,
3788, 5488, & 6788
Only $750

JOHN DEERE Engine Kits
4 219D 2030
$580
4 239D 2350 Thru 2755
$580
6 359D 9910, 2950, 2955
$820
466T
4250, 4450, 4650 $1,100

MASSEY FERGUSON Engine Kits
3.152
35, 50, 203
$250
4.203
65 thru 165
$325
4.236
175 thru 180
$325

Prices Reflect In-Frame
Kits & Include Pistons,
Sleeves, Rings, Rod
Bearings, Main Bearings
& Gaskets

Kern County
Tractor Parts

New • Used • Remanufactured

800-360-8529

Goodyear Tracks

kerncountytractor.com

Seats

